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Transform Confidently
with Konvexe
Konvexe is a next generation technology company established in UAE. With an aim
to make organizational transformation affordable and convenient, we have
created an ecosystem of innovative and disruptive technologies offerings.
We focus on helping our customers create a digital adoption roadmap, execute it
with various interventions and protect them with industry leading cyber security
solutions
Our team is a bunch of industry veterans with an average experience of more than
30 years, having worked with leading technology companies across the world. 
We bring this rich experience on table for our customers to let them benefit from
the best practices followed across the world in their respective industries. 



Enabling Smart Organizations to Grow

Embrace Future
With Konvexe

We believe in simplifying transformation journey for our
customers by creating achievable objectives and realizing
them with world class technology.

EXPERIENCE
A team comprised of industry
veterans with more than 30
plus years of experience.

APPROACH
Vertical Centric Approach with
experienced SME's to deliver
the right solution.

DELIVERY
Industry standard delivery
mechanism to achieve
business results.

SUPPORT
We will be with you to ensure
your business continuity is
never interrupted



Sustainable Digital 
 Roadmap
WITH FUTURE PROOF TECHNOLOGY

WE PARTNERED WITH THE BEST



WHY INFOR



Optimizing Resources, Fueling Scalability

Re-Defining Manufacturing and Distribution - Industry 4.0
Modern Manufacturing demands an agile ERP system which meets their ever increasing complexity. At, Konvexe we bring an
unmatched blend of Technology and Industry know-how to deliver success for our customers.

Reduce Operational
Complexity

We Facilitate productivity,
planning, and production to
improve quality, while reducing
costs. 

We help you Innovate your
product

Focus on innovating your product
with PLM along  with embedded
regulatory, quality, and supply chain
impact analysis

Deliver unmatched
customer service

We help you Optimize equipment
lifecycles with industry-leading enterprise
asset management capabilities
ensure timely deliveries

Better Control for Efficient
Delivery
We provide effective project control with
work breakdown structures, scheduling,
costing, detailed project pegging, and
analytics

Effective Supply Chain for
better delivery
Gain end-to-end supply chain visibility
and leverage collaborative
communication to increase efficiencies.

Industry 4.0 and Digital
Transformation
We Integrate IoT, AI, machine learning,
and predictive analytics capabilities and
leverage industry leading cloud platform
for extensive scalability

Infor ERP LN



Effective Maintenance,Optimize Performance

Let your assets deliver for you
Your assets play a major role in your delivery and ensures that your customers are
satisfied with their deadlines. At Konvexe we bring industry's leading EAM to ensure
your assets are up and delivering effectively, Always!

Improve Asset
Efficiency 

Improve your asset efficiency by
managing the entire life cycle of
your assets effectively

Sustainability with Energy  
Efficiency

With planned and effective
maintenance of your assets let your
assets support energy conservation. 

Eliminate incidents,
Improve Security

Ensure your workforce's security by
making your assets perform at the
optimum state with regular
maintenance.. 

Monitor Realtime to be in
Control

With our realtime dashboards and
reports, always be in control of the
situation and avoid downtime to
deliver effective results.

Infor EAM



Automation, Collaborate and Succeed

Automate & Collaborate- Be Future Ready
The Future will be full of disruption! New Age enterprises are gearing up for taking
advantage of future disruptions. We, at Konvexe brings on an integrated and
intelligent platform to make your business deliver for you.

Automate Business
Critical Processes

Let your business processes
become catalyst to your growth
rather than bottle neck. We
Automate them to improve
business agility

Let AI maximize Human
Potential

Improve your workforce's agility and
flexibility with AI driven interaction
platform. Make your team more
effective and efficient and improve
CSAT.

Be Social, Become Smart.

We provide an new age collaborative
platform for your team work as a unit
and share important updates on
time.

Streamline Critical
Document Flow

Critical organizational document
needs to be structured and indexed
for team to access it at the right time
.

Infor OS



Data, Analytics and Productivity

Connecting People, Data & Decisions
Each business process has an application and, in fact, more likely multiple applications that are not integrated and that impede
a complete understanding of the process across the enterprise. We understand the need of a modern organizations data
dependency and help bring meaningful business outcomes with technology

Transforming data assets into competitive
insights that will drive business decisions
and actions using advanced technologies

DESCRIPTIVE

What Happened

Why Did it happen

DIAGNOSTIC

How Did it happen

What will happen?

PREDICTIVE

What is the optimal
outcome?

PRESCRIPTIVE

What is the next
best action?

Infor Birst



Road Ahead with the Best Technology.
EXPERIENCED.

World's best brands trusted us, you can too



AHMEDABAD
B/7, Vaibhav Part 2

Shahibaug, Ahmedabad
Pin: 380004, Gujarat, India
Phone +91 99717 39393

info@konvexe.com
 

DUBAI
104, Building 12,

Dubai Internet City
Dubai, UAE

Email: info@konvexe.com
Phone: +971 56 1134760

 

SHARJAH
Sharjah Media City

Sharjah, UAE
PO Box : 44311

Email: info@konvexe.com
Phone: +971 56 1134760

 

Hello Future!

BANGALORE
7072, Shobha Forestview,

Kanakpura Road, Bangalore,
Karnataka

Phone: Phone +91 99717 39393
info@konvexe.com
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